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About This Game

Explore several mysterious and fractured worlds!
You find yourself dropped into an unknown realm with only your hands and your wits to see you through. Navigate a strange

realm to find the keys that unlock the way forward. Utilize ancient portals to escape the dangers that surround you and reveal the
path home.

Fight to get out alive!
Slaughter hordes of ravenous undead and other vicious beasts in an ongoing struggle for survival. As in life, you only have one

chance to make it home - are you up to the challenge?

Uncover your hidden past!
Seek out scattered documents from your past to uncover the truth. Be sure to look everywhere, for they are not to be found on

the beaten path. Find out what happened, why you are here and who is responsible!

Craft your tools for survival!
Locate the various weapons, ammo, upgrade parts and relics dispersed throughout the world to forge your path to victory! Find

campfires to construct powerful upgrades and personal defenses to even the odds.

Unleash your death-defying powers to overcome intense obstacles!
Activate the ancient altar to take advantage of the curse placed upon you. Locate the altar of time, and uncover invisible

pathways to ensure victory!
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Title: The Valley In My Mind
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Generic Game Studios LLC
Publisher:
Generic Game Studios LLC
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, or Higher

Processor: Intel I3 or Equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660, or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3300 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Early Access Version 1.2.2 Released:
Early Access Version 1.2.2

•The main storyline is concluded with 5 new story-based missions.
•Bugs reported about the upgrade panel have been fixed.
•Bugs reported for some missions and events have been fixed.
•Bugs releated with game save files have been fixed fixed.
•Some visual and translation bugs are fixed.
. Strange Telephone Development History #0001:

Drew up an old-school phone for the game.

All images are currently in development and are not final versions.
https://twitter.com/yyuta342/status/594544090097680386. [Update] Global Launch Maintenance Patch notes:

Europe/Asia servers will open together on June 5th @ 9AM PDT

. Weekly Maintenance for October 29th begins at 11:30 AM EDT:
We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.. Master Pyrox 1.2.0 released!:
Greetings, fellow pyromancers!
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We have a new update for you. Version 1.2.0 brings a couple of new features and improvements:

New spell: "Attractor" - a magic gravity well that attracts fireballs and floating players.

The network GUI can find any servers in the local network, making it easier to set up a local network game.

Removed fade-in and fade-out in practice mode, the player now respawns immediately.

Background animations can be switched off for better preformance on older computers.

The Godot engine has been updated to the latest version.

We hope you enjoy our little game! If you have any questions, suggestions, bug reports or feature requests, feel free to post
them in our community board. And if you like the game, please consider leaving a review on Steam.
. Unsolved Stories Version 1.0.3.0 is Now Available:
WHAT'S NEW
In this update, 12 new blocks have been added to the "Loop" region.
New Blocks Screenshots
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The optimization is still ongoing.
Work In Progress version does not show the final product.. The Official Soundtrack is coming, and here's a free track:
Heaven's Vault is releasing very soon, and for the first time, we'll be releasing a soundtrack as well. And here's a free track to
get you started!

https://soundcloud.com/laurence_chapman/before-the-fall-heavens-vault-promo-track
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The music is by Laurence Chapman, who composed the soundtrack for 80 Days and Sorcery!, and we love it. Enjoy.. Bear
With Me: Episode 2 is out now!:

Hey guys,

we have a lot of exciting news today! Bear With Me: Episode 2 is  here! 

Now you can play with Ted E. Bear and Amber all day and all night because, in Paper City, Amber and Ted examine the burned
Steel Mill and find a couple of new clues that might be able to shed a light on the case. While they are still catching up, new
events keep unfolding and slowing them down. Could the infamous Reef King be behind all of this? Was he the one that
brought RED to Amber’s city?

And we need to pop the question – will they find Flint?
Play it and find out!

Also, Bear With Me: Episode 2 is DLC, so you’ll need Bear With Me: Episode 1 to play the second one.

And more awesome news – we have a discount for Episode 1 - 50 % 'till 1st March and -10 % for Episode 2 ‘till
February 22!
Grab it, play it, have fun!

Cheers!. Irony Curtain: Revolutionary Update #2:
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Comrades!

Our Leader has granted us another glorious update! If you appreciate our work for the bestest country in the world, don’t forget
to write a Steam review! 

The newest revolutionary update includes:

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting MG Floor Run (For Real This Time™);

 fixed a blocking bug that might occur on MG Switchboard;

 fixed a bug that changed the mouse cursor into MG Brick Wall cursor after saving the game;

 fixed a blocking bug occurring on Palace Courtyard with invisible Choir Leader not allowing Evan to use the ladder;

 fixed a blocking bug that made throwing a photo into trash almost impossible;

 fixed a blocking bug that allowed Evan to use oar on the curtain in Leader's Chamber after finishing a minigame;

 fixed a blocking bug that might prevent the train at the end of the game from stopping;

 fixed few typos in English and German language versions;

 fixed a few minor navmesh errors;

 fixed position of a few dialogue pivots.

IMPORTANT! We are trying our best to ensure that fixes work for the games that have been already started, but you might be
forced to start the game again in some cases (e.g. bug with throwing a photo into the trash or using the oar on the curtain after
finishing the minigame).

For the glory of Matryoshka!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Update 1:
We are excited to release our first new event: Wind Push. We've also added some more quality of life additions.

New Event - Wind Push
Try to survive as the fierce winds push your players into the water.

Patch Notes:

 Added: WinnerCommand setting that will be displayed in your chat with the winner name.

 Added: AutoOnByDefault setting that allows player to be set to auto when joining.

 Fixed: Checkmarks did not default to false correctly.

 Fixed: Particle effects were not clearing when game is reset.

 Fixed: You are allowed to switch animals during the join phase.

 Fixed: Auto players no longer choose to cool off in the water instead of performing a valid move.
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 Fixed: Mods cannot kick the streamer.

Follow us on Twitter or join us on Discord[discord.gg] to stay updated!

- Smash Bolt Games
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